Your PGR Training Programme

October
Getting Started with your PhD
Keeping Going with your PhD
Finishing Up with your PhD
Career planning and marketing yourself

November
The Writers Toolkit
Managing your Part time PhD
Designing Qualitative Research Studies
Developing and Refining Research Questions

December
Practical Project Management for Research
The Productivity Toolkit
Nvivo

January
Bridging the Gap
Resilience
Managing your Imposter

February
Getting Started with your PhD
Keeping Going with your PhD
Finishing Up with your PhD

March
The Communications Toolkit
Challenging Conversations
Successful Research Collaborations

April
Managing your Part time PhD
Career planning and marketing yourself

May
The Writers Toolkit
The Productivity Toolkit
Developing and Refining Research Questions

June
Bridging the Gap
Practical Project Management for Research
Nvivo

July
Successful Research Collaborations

August
Summer Break

September
Challenging Conversations
Resilience
Managing your Imposter